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Software and GPS Setup 
This aid assumes that you are using MapSource software from Garmin for route planning. Garmin 
superseded MapSource with a hiking and mountain bicycling planning tool called BaseCamp in 2010.  
MapSource is no longer supported by Garmin.  Base Camp can be used, but most of the software tools 
and the ease of use are very different.  Harley Customer support only recommends the Harley Ride 
Planner http://www.harley-davidson.com/content/h-d/en_US/home/owners/plan-your-ride/hd-rideplanner-
overview.html for Harley GPS, however, this software is very difficult to use and was developed to ride 
from one dealer to another.  There are other software products that can create a .GPX file; however, they 
have not been evaluated.  After downloading BaseCamp(http://www.garmin.com/en-
US/shop/downloads/basecamp ), you can download MapSource 
(http://www8.garmin.com/support/download_details.jsp?id=209 ). You may need to search to find an 
alternate site for the MapSource download.  The last revision (6.16.3) was released in 2010.   
 

It is important to have current Map Databases installed in both your PC and your Garmin GPS to reduce 
recalculation errors.  The Head Road Captain will communicate periodically when map updates are 
available from Garmin and/or Harley.  You may want to consider buying Lifetime Maps (LTM) for your 
Garmin device.  The current Garmin map revision on 9-17-2019 is rev 2020.2 for the lower 48 States.  
Maps are downloaded via Garmin Express (http://software.garmin.com/en-US/express.html)   Be sure to 
select download to both device and PC before starting the download which may take a few hours. 
 
Other settings that need to be synchronized between the route creator (Ride Host) and each GPS user 
are:  

• Under Edit, then Preferences you will find route calculation settings on the Routing tab.  

• Set to use Auto Routing  

• Avoid: Unpaved Roads, U-turns, Ferries, and Date/Time Closures  

• Calculation style set to Faster  

• Set Road Selection to midway between Highways and Minor Roads  

• Similar settings need to be selected on your Garmin or Harley GPS unit  

• Route creators should notify all riders if they want different settings for that route  
 

Download Google Earth Pro. These are at 
https://dl.google.com/dl/earth/client/advanced/current/googleearthprowin-7.3.2.exe  You will use this 
software to assure your waypoints are on the correct side of the freeway, and that your fuel stops have 
more than one fuel pump. 
 
Creating a GPS Route for Ride Hosts and Road Captains  

1. Place a waypoint (using the WAYPOINT tool that looks like a flag) at the start location and another 
one at the destination location. Verify those waypoints are in the correct location by zooming into 
the map to the 80 ft resolution level. Then check the location by selecting View/View in Google 
Earth. You can move waypoints by using the SELECTION tool (that looks like an arrow) to select 
the waypoint of interest and then right clicking the mouse and select MOVE WAYPOINT in 
MapSource.  

2. Create a Route by selecting EDIT/NEW ROUTE.  Insert your start and end waypoints, then 
recalculate to see the route on the map.  

3. If you want to change the route automatically calculated, add waypoints to change the route using 
the WAYPOINT tool.  

a. Best Practice is to put waypoints about 300 feet beyond key intersections, so that Garmin 
GPS units will both announce the waypoint and show the direction of the turn before arriving 
at the intersection. GPS can also tell the rider the distance to waypoints.  
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b. Best Practice is to use a waypoint each time the highway route number changes.  
c. Warning - Since the 2019 model year, you must limit Trip/Route Name length to 49 or less 

characters.   Waypoint Names are limited to 35 or less characters.   Spaces, hyphens, 
parenthesis etc. are counted as characters in the Harley GTS system.  Each waypoint on 
your trip or route must be unique.  Delete street address numbers from waypoints, and keep 
important information in front of characters needed to make waypoints unique.  

d.  Best Practice – In MapSource Preferences change your Waypoint character length to 32 
characters. 

e. Warning - It is not obvious, but every time you click and drag a route segment to a different 
road, you are adding unannounced waypoints.  Unannounced waypoints are not announced 
on Garmin GPS units, and they count toward the Harley GPS limit.   

f. Warning - Do Not Use the ROUTE TOOL to make a route.  Unannounced waypoints that 
look like dots do not work properly for both Garmin and Harley GPS units.  Routes created 
this way should be completely re-planned before distribution.   

g. Best Practice – When traveling divided roads/highways, zoom in to 80 ft (maximum zoom in) 
to be sure your waypoints are on the proper side of the median or on-ramp. This avoids 
erroneous loops and turns on the route  

h. Best Practice – Validate all planned stops (Bio, Fuel, Food, Lodging, etc) by selecting 
View/View in Google Earth to verify that waypoints and turns are in the correct location. 
You can also validate fuel stops have more than one pump using this verification method.  

i. Best Practice – When you are satisfied with your route, Right Click the route name in the left 
panel, select route properties, and count the via points (waypoints).   If you have 100 you 
must redesign the route to reduce waypoints due to the Harley GPS waypoint limit.  
Waypoints over 100 are deleted by the Harley GPS, and can have a major impact on your 
route. 

4. Save your route as a .GDB file for Garmin GPS use, then save it again as a .GPX file format for 
Harley GPS use. 

5. Double Click the route name in the left panel to open the route properties window.  Click on the 
Directions Tab.   Select and copy all rows of directions.   Paste those directions into an Excel 
.XLS file to distribute text instructions to riders without GPS.  Delete unneeded information. 

6. Ride and have fun. 
 
 
 
 
Changes since last revision highlighted. 


